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ABSTRACT:
IndoorGML datasets allow us to represent both (1) the geometry of the interior of a building, which is subdivided into cells (eg
rooms, corridors, staircases); and (2) the navigation graph between these cells, which also acts as a mechanism to store the topological relationships between the cells. To be used in applications such as indoor routing or emergency evacuation, IndoorGML files
should be valid and structured according to the specifications of the OGC. In practice, achieving this is challenging because two
different representations of the indoor space must be modelled and linked together; other 3D formats usually only store one representation. In this paper, I present a new methodology to validate IndoorGML files. It builds upon previous work on the validation of
3D geometries and city models, and it contains six specific tests. These tests have been implemented in the open source software
val3dity, and I present and discuss experiments I ran with all the publicly available IndoorGML datasets I could find.

1. INTRODUCTION
IndoorGML is a data model to represent the geometry and semantics of the interior of a building (a building is for instance
represented by a set of rooms, corridors, staircase, etc.), and
the navigation graph inside that building (OGC, 2014). As further explained in Section 2, it is standardised by the “Open”
Geospatial Consortium R (OGC) and has one standardised implementation (XML-based). It was developed to unify different
standards for indoor maps, by incorporating different properties from other standards (Kang and Li, 2017). The main goal
was to have a format focused on navigation applications, but
that could also be useful for a wide-range of use-cases, a few
examples are emergency evacuation (Hashemi, 2018), indoor
routing and distance computation inside buildings (Goetz and
Zipf, 2011; Diakité and Zlatanova, 2017; Park et al., 2018), and
building accessibility auditing (Dao and Thill, 2017).
To be useful in different applications and be processed by different software, IndoorGML files should be valid, ie they should
be formatted according to the OGC specifications (OGC, 2014),
the geometries should be free of errors such as self-intersections
or overlapping solids, and the navigation graph should be consistent with the geometry of the building. Notice that ensuring validity goes (far) beyond the typical validation against the
XML schemas that is carried out by certain software. As Section 3.1 explains, many OGC specifications/rules cannot be encoded in XML schemas, and as a consequence, specific code
needs to be written.
We know that in practice files representing the 3D geometries
of cities are plagued with errors, see among others Biljecki et al.
(2016), Steuer et al. (2015), Alam et al. (2014), Mulder (2015),
and Pédrinis et al. (2015). The question tackled in this paper
is whether this is also the case with 3D representations of the
interior of buildings.
I investigate in this paper which validation rules are necessary to
ensure that an IndoorGML model is “error-free” and therefore
can be further processed in downstream applications by different software. While I could not find papers directly addressing
this issue, much has been written on a very similar topic: the

validation of 3D city models. The work presented in this paper
reuses and extends methods and ideas from those. It can be seen
as extending the standard algorithms for validation of 3D geographic models (Gröger and Plümer, 2011; Wagner et al., 2015;
Colley et al., 2017) to specific cases; among others, Coors et
al. (2020) did this for the case of heating demand simulation,
and Ledoux (2018) for complex buildings having parts (where
the topological relationships between parts are validated). I report in Section 3 on the methodology that I have developed, it
uses the framework described in Ledoux (2013) for validating
the 3D geometries against the definitions in ISO19107 (ISO,
2003), and it builds upon the specific rules described in Ledoux
(2018) for CityGML buildings to define new specific rules adapted to the characteristics of indoor models. The main difficulty in designing validation rules for IndoorGML is that, as
explained in Section 2, two models of the same building must
be validated (primal and dual), and these two should be consistent with each other. This is different from the validation of 3D
primitives in 3D GIS. It should be observed that I focus solely
on the 3D representation of objects in IndoorGML; 2D representations are possible but are less frequent, and the validation of
2D geometries and graphs has already several implementations,
see for instance Davis (2003) and GEOS1 .

As explained in Section 4, I have implemented the proposed
validation rules in C++ in the software val3dity, an open-source
software to validate 3D primitives according to the international
definitions of ISO19107. The updated version of the software
can read natively IndoorGML files, a series of validation tests
are performed, and a summary report is returned to the user.
I report on experiments I ran: I validated all the IndoorGML
datasets that are publicly available, and some that were given
to me. The experiments highlighted that IndoorGML files, like
many other datasets in 3D GIS, are riddled with errors. Some of
them are easy to fix (eg duplicate vertices), while some others
are more complex (eg overlapping rooms in a building).
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2. INDOORGML OVERVIEW
IndoorGML is both a data model and an XML-based exchanged
format (both having the same name!) for modelling indoor
spaces, with an emphasis on navigation applications. It is standardised by the OGC, v1.0 is the current one, and the latest XML
schemas (.xsd) are v1.0.3.
The main idea behind IndoorGML is to semantically decompose the indoor space of a building into cells, which are deemed
as the simplest unit useful for navigation. Examples of cells
are rooms, corridors, staircases, but also doors; architectural
components such as cornices, windows, and furnitures are usually out-of-scope for IndoorGML datasets. In Figure 1a, the
cells are: the 4 rooms, the 5 doors, and the corridor. The geometry of one such cell has to be represented with an ISO19107
GM Solid in 3D (and a GM Surface in 2D, but we ignore this
case for this paper), and as further explained in Section 3.2,
the geometric primitives are linear/planar in practice. Each cell
can have specific attributes and semantics, the latter may come
from extensions. For v1.0, only one extension is officially supported (“Navigation”, which can label corridors as “connection space”), but there are a few in development, eg “Public
Safety Features (PSExt)” and “Textured Surface”, see http:
//indoorgml.net/resources/ for the overview.
The decomposition of the 3D space into cells is supplemented
by a navigation graph. This graph has one node per cell, and
an edge connects two nodes if the two corresponding cells are
adjacent and can be reached directly from one another (with
a door for example). Two adjacent rooms not having a door
in their shared wall would not have an edge linking their two
nodes in the navigation graph.
There are two ways to partition an indoor space into cells, Figure 2 shows them. The first one (Figure 2a) is when cells are
defined as the interior of rooms/corridors, walls are omitted,
and doors becomes cells (with a thickness) and thus also get
a vertex in the navigation graph. The space in Figure 1b–c is
modelled this way. The other option (Figure 2b) is to ignore
walls, and a cell contains part of the thickness of the walls; in
this case the navigation graph only links cells where there is a
door (but this door does not need to be explicitly modelled).
The IndoorGML navigation graph does not have to be connected, for example it is possible that one room is accessible only
with a door to the outside, and thus it is not connected to the
other rooms in the building.
A final property of IndoorGML is that different decompositions
of the indoor space and/or different navigation graphs can be
stored in the same model. One could think of a navigation graph
for pedestrians, and one for people in a wheelchair, the constraints of the latter would make the graph having fewer edges.
Notice that in the IndoorGML specifications, the nodes of the
navigation graph are called “States” and the edges “Transitions”,
but as argued in Alattas et al. (2018), this is confusing and the
more common terms “nodes” and “edges” are used in the following.
The decomposition of the 3D space of an indoor model into
cells can be conceptualised as a cell complex. A 3-dimensional
cell complex is formed by a finite set of k-dimensional cells
(where 0 ≤ k ≤ 3); a 0-cell is a vertex, a 1-cell an edge, a
2-cell a polygon, and a 3-cell a polyhedron. We name a (k − 1)cell incident to a k-cell a facet of it; a facet of a 3-cell (a room)

is therefore a 2-cell that lies in its boundary (it is a wall or a
door). A cell complex C has the following two conditions: (1)
any facet of a k-cell in C is also in C ; (2) the intersection of
two cells ci and cj in C , denoted ci ∩ cj , is either empty (∅) or
is a facet of both ci and cj .
A cell complex C can be represented by a graph G = (V, E),
where V is a set of vertices together with a set of edges E joining two distinct vertices. The embedding of this graph in the
3D Euclidean space (R3 ) creates a partitioning of R3 into cells;
in IndoorGML this partitioning is called the primal graph.
The concept of duality (sometimes called Poincaré duality) is
essential to IndoorGML. Duality can have many different meanings in mathematics, but it always refers to the translation or
mapping in a one-to-one fashion of concepts or structures. In
the context of a cell complex stored with a graph G, the dual
graph of G, denoted G∗ , is a mapping of the elements of G to
other elements, and in IndoorGML G∗ is the navigation graph.
If the embedding of G creates a cell complex C , then in theory
the embedding of G∗ can create a cell complex C ∗ . The mapping between C and C ∗ are the following: a k-cell ci becomes
a (3 − k)-cell, which we denote c∗i . For example: a 3-cell (a
room) becomes a 0-cell (node) located somewhere inside the 3cell; a 2-cell (a wall) becomes a 1-cell (an edge formed by the
dual to the two rooms incident to the wall).
It should noticed that in IndoorGML we are only interested in
a subset of C ∗ . This is because not all 2-cells in C have a dual
1-cell in C ∗ . For example, in Figure 2b, the facet between c1
and c2 (a wall) does not have an opening or door, and thus there
is no edge linking c∗1 and c∗2 in the dual graph. Also, the 2-cells
and 3-cells in C ∗ have no physical meaning: we simply use the
dual graph for navigation, and to explicitly store the topological
relationships between the 3-cells in C .
3. THE METHODOLOGY TO VALIDATE
INDOORGML FILES
The methodology I propose has six different steps (see Figure 3), and all of them should return “valid” for an IndoorGML
model to be considered valid. The steps should be performed
one after the other since invalid input could make the validation
of another step fail (the software could crash).
I describe in this section the six steps separately, and for each
I discuss related work. The first two steps reuse existing methodologies, while the other four are novel. Observe that the connectedness of the dual graph does not need to be validated, since
this is not a requirements in IndoorGML. The local adjacencies
between nodes in the graph are however validated, just not as a
global test.
3.1

Schema validation

Most of the XML-based OGC standards, such as IndoorGML,
have specifications in the form of text (usually a Word file)
which is supplemented by XML schemas (.xsd). Those allow us to describe and encode a few constraints from the text,
to verify that the syntax of an XML file is structured according
to a few rules, for instance that certain elements are children
of others, or that the coordinates of a solids have xyz values
(and not only xy values). However, they can mislead users into
thinking that the files are “perfect”.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. (a) The indoor space subdivided into 4 rooms and one corridor, and 5 doors in red. (b–c) The navigation graph in purple.

c1

c2

c4

c5

The schema validation is the first step in the validation because
invalid files can often not be read by parsers. It was identified by the OGC CityGML Quality Interoperability Experiment
(QIE) (OGC, 2016) as one of the four important aspect of validation; this project had exactly the same scope as the scope we
are tackling in this paper, just for a different format.
For the purpose of this paper, we can consider the schema validation a “solved problem” since several tools exists.

c3
(a)

c1

3.2

c2

c3
(b)

Figure 2. Two ways to model cells in an IndoorGML model. (a)
5 cells are present since doors (pink cells) are explicitly
modelled. (b) The doors are not cells, their presence can be
inferred by the fact that the navigation graph has an edge
between 2 cells.

Geometry of each 3-cell in the primal subdivision

IndoorGML uses the ISO19107 geometric primitives for representing the geometry of its objects (ISO, 2003), and a 3-cell
in the primal has to be a gml:Solid; aggregates and composites types are not allowed. Observe that this means that inner
boundaries (called cavities or voids) are allowed, and a 3-cell is
not only a 2-manifold, which complicates its validation (see Ledoux (2013) for more details).
It should be noticed that while ISO19107 primitives do not
need to be linear or planar, ie curves defined by mathematical functions are allowed, in practice IndoorGML does like
CityGML and uses a subset of ISO19107 with the following
two restrictions: (1) GM Curves can only be linear (thus only
LineStrings and LinearRings are used); (2) GM Surfaces
can only be planar (thus Polygons are used). This is not formally described in the standard, but there is a general understanding in the community about this (Li, 2020).
This step of the IndoorGML validation processes individually
each 3-cell of the primal subdivision and verifies whether or not
it is a valid gml:Solid. The methodology in Ledoux (2013) is
reused as is, which means that the 3D primitives are validated
hierarchically, starting with each ring forming a polygon. This
allows us to report accurately an error to the user, and not just
“this gml:Solid is invalid”.
3.3

Figure 3. The six steps of the proposed methodology.

XLinks in primal/dual

The data model of IndoorGML relies heavily on XLinks (XML
Linking Language), which are basically methods for creating
internal (and external) links in an XML document. The primal
and the dual subdivisions are linked with XLinks, and the dual
graph is based on a complex set of XLinks. Because the XML
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10cm

schema validation cannot validate whether an XLink points to
the XML element it should, special methods need to be defined.
IndoorGML stores the dual graph (navigation) in a non-standard
data structure. Usually, for a graph, it would suffice to store all
the nodes c∗i in a matrix and for each edge between 2 nodes
have an entry (with potentially attributes like distance, or the
geometry of the edge if not a straight-line segment). However, in IndoorGML, each node c∗i and edge fi∗ are created
as separate elements, stored in separate lists. A node contains
XLinks not to the adjacent nodes, but to the edges that are incident to it, and an edge contains an XLink to the 2 nodes it
joins. There is therefore no direct access to the adjacent nodes
of a given node, which is what navigation applications would
expect. This implies that the possibility for having XLink errors/inconsistencies are high, because 2 separate data structures
for the dual graph are maintained. Observe however that an IndoorGML dataset does not need to contain a dual graph and can
solely contain a primal graph; in this case the duality XML
elements are left empty.
Let ca be a 3-cell in the primal graph, and c∗a its dual node. We
simply have to verify that the XLinks are reciprocal, that is that
ca points to c∗a , and that c∗a points to ca (both XLinks are in the
duality XML element of the corresponding elements).
Also, we have to verify the links between the nodes and edges in
∗
, and fp∗ ),
the dual graph. If c∗a is incident to 3 edges (eg ff∗ , fm
then all 3 edges must also contain an XLink (in the connects
XML element) to c∗a . Observe that the edges are not directed,
and thus they can be defined in any direction, and the search for
c∗a could be at the start or the end of a given edge.
All these rules are admittedly simple, but they need to be enforced and verified to ensure that an IndoorGML file is valid.
3.4

Overlap between 3-cells in the primal subdivision

The 3-cells in the primal graph should not overlap with each
other. Two rooms never overlap, and so neither should their
representations.

assertion #1
erosion by tolerance

10cm

assertion #2
dilation by tolerance

Figure 4. Example of how the tolerance is applied when
verifying whether two gml:Solids overlap.

3.5

Dual vertex inside the primal 3-cell

This is a simple test: for each ca of the primal and its dual node
c∗a (if it exists) a point-in-polyhedron test is made. It should
be located inside; notice that the location of the dual nodes in
IndoorGML is usually simply the ‘centre’ of the solid (eg the
centre of mass) since the exact location is not relevant. This
means that extreme cases where the point is on the boundary
should in practice not arise and the dual node should be unambiguously inside. This test is standard in 3D modelling.
3.6

Adjacency in primal = adjacency in dual?

This step validates the adjacency of cells in the primal and the
dual. Basically, it verifies whether two adjacent 3-cells in the
primal have their dual adjacent as well.
The validation is as follows. For each 3-cell ca in the primal
graph, we obtain its dual node c∗a and then fetch its adjacent
nodes in the dual graph, let them be c∗p and c∗q (2 in this case
but there could be many). Then we have to verify that cp and
cq (the dual cells) are adjacent to ca . This is best performed by
simply ensuring that the interior of the two 3-cells overlap, and
the overlap tolerance defined in Section 3.4 can be used (the
dilation part only).

Specifically, two 3-cells ca and cb can have one facet fm in
common, but their interior must be disjoint (coa ∩ cob = ∅).
The validation is performed by finding all pairs of 3-cells in
the primal (if there are n cells, then we need to test n2 pairs)
and simply perform the Boolean operation.

As an example, consider Figure 2b, for the 3-cell c3 we need to
verify whether the dual to c∗1 and c∗2 are adjacent to c3 , but the
adjacency between c1 and c2 would not be tested.

This validation step reuses and adapts the work in Ledoux (2018)
for gml:CompositeSolid, and incorporates the concept of overlap tolerance. In practice, we can encounter solids that overlap
by a very small amount, eg the overlapping volume could be
1cm3 for a room and a door. While this is unwanted, using overlap tolerances allow us to indicate to the user where gross errors
are. An overlap tolerance is a generalisation to 3D of the tolerance used for the 2D validation of polygon (van Oosterom et
al., 2004). As shown in Figure 4, the mathematical morphology
theory in 3D (Serra, 1982) is used to erode and dilate Solids by
a user-defined parameter. Erosion is performed when the overlap between Solids A and B is verified (Ao ∩ B o = ∅), and
dilation when disjointness is verified (A∪B = one gml:Solid).
These operations are realised by a series of operators that uses
the Minkowski sum of a gml:Solid with a structuring element
(a cube or dodecahedron in this case) (Boeters et al., 2015;
Donkers et al., 2016).

4.1

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
val3dity software now supports IndoorGML

The 6-step methodology described in Section 3 was implemented by extending the software val3dity, an open-source software
to validate 3D primitives according to the international definitions of ISO19107. Its code is freely available under the GPLv3
license, and both binaries and a web-application are publicly
available; see https://github.com/tudelft3d/val3dity for
all the details.
The code is C++ (which ensures that it runs fast for large datasets and complex operations), and it is built upon solid and trusted libraries for manipulating spatial datasets: (1) the CGAL
library2 , and (2) GEOS3 . Because the geometric types and modules of CGAL do not follow the definitions of ISO19107, the
2
3
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CompositeSolid
Solid & MultiSolid
CompositeSurface
MultiSurface
LinearRing level
101
102
103
104

TOO_FEW_POINTS
CONSECUTIVE_POINTS_SAME
RING_NOT_CLOSED
RING_SELF_INTERSECTION

Polygon level

Figure 5. The web-based validation report browser.

geometric types available in different packages were modified
and combined.
val3dity outputs a report that helps users identify and understand the errors. This report is in JSON, and can be browsed
with the val3dity report browser in HTML (see Figure 5).
The errors are labelled and categorised, see Figure 6 for an overview; throughout the paper, Exxx refers to one specific error.
val3dity supports several generic formats (such as GML or OBJ),
and also specific ones like CityJSON (Ledoux et al., 2019) and
CityGML (OGC, 2012). For those, specific validation rules
have been developed, for instance those described in OGC (2016).
For IndoorGML, a new parser has been added to val3dity, and
the validation methods have been implemented—all but the step 1
(Section 3.1) since it is assumed that the input file is schemavalid. The different validation steps have been mapped either to
existing error codes (eg for the geometries (E1xx–E4xx) and for
invalid input files (E9xx)) or new error codes have been added
(see E7xx). The E5xx are not possible for IndoorGML inputs
because gml:CompositeSolids are not allowed.
As is the case for other errors, when an error is reported, extra information is given to the practitioner so that they can fix
the problem. An example is if E702 (DUAL VERTEX OUTSIDE PRIMAL CELL) is reported, then the identifier of the 3-cell (its
gml:id) would also be reported.
4.2

Experiments with real-world datasets

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208

INTERSECTION_RINGS
DUPLICATED_RINGS
NON_PLANAR_POLYGON_DISTANCE_PLANE
NON_PLANAR_POLYGON_NORMALS_DEVIATION
POLYGON_INTERIOR_DISCONNECTED
INNER_RING_OUTSIDE
INNER_RINGS_NESTED
ORIENTATION_RINGS_SAME

Shell level
300
301
302
303
305
306
307

NOT_VALID_2-MANIFOLD
TOO_FEW_POLYGONS not possible for
SHELL_NOT_CLOSED CompositeSurface
NON_MANIFOLD_CASE
MULTIPLE_CONNECTED_COMPONENTS
SHELL_SELF_INTERSECTION
POLYGON_WRONG_ORIENTATION

Solid level
401
402
403
404
405

INTERSECTION_SHELLS
DUPLICATED_SHELLS
INNER_SHELL_OUTSIDE
SOLID_INTERIOR_DISCONNECTED
WRONG_ORIENTATION_SHELL

Solid interactions level
501 INTERSECTION_SOLIDS
502 DUPLICATED_SOLIDS
503 DISCONNECTED_SOLIDS

CityGML Objects
601 BUILDINGPARTS_OVERLAP
609 CITYOBJECT_HAS_NO_GEOMETRY

IndoorGML Objects
701
702
703
704

PRIMAL_CELLS_OVERLAP
DUAL_VERTEX_OUTSIDE_PRIMAL_CELL
PRIMAL_DUAL_XLINKS_ERROR
PRIMAL_DUAL_ADJACENTCY_INCONSISTENT

All the IndoorGML datasets that I could find were validated.
I asked on the OGC IndoorGML-SWG mailing, and I downloaded the four on the official IndoorGML webpage4 .
The resulting eight datasets are shown in Figure 7, and their
details are available in Table 1. Observe that there are more
existing IndoorGML datasets, eg those created in the context of
the OGC IndoorPilot (OGC, 2019), but because of licenses and
copyright they could not be used for this article. Also, several
files of the same buildings, but with different dates, exist and I
kept the most recent version for the tests.
4

Others
901
902
903
904
999

INVALID_INPUT_FILE
EMPTY_PRIMITIVE
WRONG_INPUT_PARAMETERS
FORMAT_NOT_SUPPORTED
UNKNOWN_ERROR

Figure 6. The 37 error codes of val3dity.

http://indoorgml.net/resources/
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(a) nav-demo-201

(b) FJK

(e) KU-Eng

(c) FZK

(f) KU-Eng-nodual

(d) LWM

(g) Dome

(h) KU-CentralPlaza

Figure 7. Datasets used for the experiments.

(1)

nav-demo-201
FJK (1)
FZK (2)
LWM (1)
KU-Eng (3)
KU-Eng-nodual (3)
Dome (3)
KU-CentralPlaza (3)
(1)
(2)
(3)

cells

nodes

edges

size

extension

80
14
24
3496
7
7
2115
76

80
14
24
4893
7
0
2109
88

184
30
24
5360
6
0
5026
108

1.7MB
344KB
137KB
47MB
52KB
111KB
26MB
803KB

Navigation
none
none
none
none
none
none
PSExt+NonNav

open data
X
X
X
X
X
X
×
X

available at http://indoorgml.net/resources/
obtained from Diakité (2020)
obtained from Li (2020)

Table 1. Datasets used for the experiments (see Figure 7).
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The datasets (the original IndoorGML files) and their validation
reports are available at https://github.com/hugoledoux/
indoorgml_validation (public repository); notice that one
dataset (Dome) cannot be freely distributed and is thus not in
the repository.
Each of the dataset was validated with val3dity v2.2.05 . The
default parameters were used6 , but these can be modified.

50cm
C61

Schema invalid. All the files are schema-valid, except one
(KU-Eng). While val3dity can in theory recover from small
schema errors in the file, the error in KU-Eng meant that the
parsing of the file was wrong, and the process crashed. The
error is actually the simplest possible almost: a wrong capitalisation of an XML element: core:spaceLayer is used instead
of the correct core:SpaceLayer (notice the capital ‘s’; XML
is case-sensitive). One might argue that the parser could and
should recover from such a pointless error, however observe
that the IndoorGML element core:spaceLayer is valid and
must be used at for other elements.
Cells contain many (simple) geometric errors. Many datasets contain simple geometric errors (E100–E500) that could
have been easily avoided, eg E102 and E103. The E405, affecting 32% of the cells in KU-CentralPlaza, could also have been
fixed easily: it suffices to inverse the orientation of the surfaces
of each cell. The E302 means that one surface is missing from
a solid, and thus is more complex to fix in practice. While often
ignored and/or forgotten (Ledoux, 2013), the solid representing a cell can contain interior boundaries (cavities). The dataset nav-demo-201 contains 3 cells with such solids, and one of
them is invalid (E401).
5
6

all versions available at https://github.com/tudelft3d/
val3dity/releases
for snapping vertices (--snap tol=0.001) and for detecting overlap
(--overlap tol=0.0), see https://val3dity.readthedocs.
io/en/latest/usage/#options-for-the-validation for their
exact meaning

C60

C61

C60

Figure 8. Some cells of nav-demo-201 projected to the 2D plan;
the identifiers shown are gml:id of the cells.

Table 2 shows the overview results for the eight datasets. The
validations were performed on a standard laptop (MacBook Pro,
2.3GHz 8-core, 32GB memory), and the time shown is for reading the input file, validating it, and writing to disk the overview
report.
General comments. None of the datasets are valid. This is
not surprising because, notoriously, 3D datasets have several
errors: the software to create and eventually fix/repair datasets
in 3D are not at the same level as those in 2D, and topological
data structures for 3D objects (which means non-manifold modelling must be used) are very rare. It is important to notice that
the errors shown are not all the errors for a given datasets. As
explained in Section 3.2, the validation is hierarchical to avoid
“cascading errors”. Concretely, this implies that if a given cell
c contains an error (say E302) then the other validation tests
that would require the volume of c are not performed (eg no
point-in-polyhedron tests are performed, nor is the adjacency
between 2 cells). This means that if the geometry of c was fixed,
then potentially (new) errors E7xx could be reported. The time
taken to validate the datasets should also consider that “the better the quality of a dataset the longer it will take to validate”; if
a dataset has none of its cells valid, then many of the complex
validation tests for IndoorGML will be skipped.

C62

C62

C3039

C3044

C3045

C3046

Figure 9. Top-view of 4 cells in LWM on the same floor: cell
C3039 overlap with C3044, C3045, and C3046. There are 398
pairs of cells overlapping for this dataset.

Large datasets. For large datasets (having several cells), since
the number of tests to be performed is quadratic (E701 requires
testing each cell against all the other cells), the number of intersections tests to be performed can become very large. For
LWM, which contains 3496 cells, the number of intersection
tests is thus 12.2 millions. val3dity has therefore been modified
so that above a certain number of cells, the cells are spatially
indexed with an AABB tree7 , each element of the tree is the
axis-aligned bounding box of the cell. Before the intersection
test is attempted (a costly operation in 3D), we simply verify
whether the 2 bounding boxes overlap, if not then the 2 cells
can not have their interior overlap. This speeds up greatly the
processing, but it is in practice still rather slow for the very large
datasets; LWM takes for instance a bit more than 8 minutes to
be processed.
Overlap between cells (E701). The E701 is present in 4/8
datasets. In nav-demo-201 there are 6 pairs of cells overlapping; Figure 8 shows one example where the cells are overlapping by several centimetres (about 18cm in reality). Notice
however that the default validation values used assume that the
overlap tolerance is 0cm, and in the datasets there are small gaps
between cells on different floors. If the overlap tolerance is set
to 5cm, then only the overlaps shown in Figure 8 remain (this
means that there is < 5cm between several cells). This however slows down the process since the computations required
are complex, for nav-demo-201 the running time goes from 6.2s
to 49s (almost 8X slower). The dataset LWM has 398 pairs of
cells that are overlapping, and most of them are blunders where
smaller cells are contained within larger cells, Figure 9 shows
how 4 cells interact. The dataset Dome contains also a rather
large number of E701.
Errors in primal/dual XLinks (E703). The dataset LWM contains a very high number of E703. This is caused by the fact that
the XLinks from the primal cells to the dual vertices are very often wrong, ie the gml:id of the vertex does not exist in the file.
Alarmingly, none of the vertices in that datasets have a duality
element, which means that primal cells refer to a dual node, but
the nodes do not refer back to the cell. This means that the E704
7

https://doc.cgal.org/latest/AABB_tree/index.html
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nav-demo-201
FJK
FZK
LWM
KU-Eng
KU-Eng-nodual
Dome
KU-CentralPlaza

schema
X
X
X
X
×
X
X
X

primal cells
errors
%valid
E104/E401
95%
E103
14%
E104
75%
E102/E104
99%
—
—
E302/E405
0%
—
100%
E405
32%

E701
6
0
0
398
—
0
1206
1

IndoorGML errors
E702 E703 E704
0
2
0
0
0
0
24
24
24
0 3491
0
—
—
—
0
0
7
0
0
556
0
0
0

time
6.2s
0.2s
0.2s
402.6s
[crash]
0.0s
443.5s
0.2s

Table 2. Validation overview.

cannot be tested, and this results in 0 errors. IndoorGML specifications do not enforce this for vertices, so an error cannot
be reported. Also, there are other cases where a node reference
an edge (Transition) that is non-existent, eg nav-demo-201 contains two such cases.
Tolerances and error E704. The overlap tolerance also has
an influence on other errors, for example E704. For nav-demo201, if --overlap tol=0.01 is used, instead of 25 E704 we
obtain only but 1. As pointed out earlier, the running time of
the validation process is 8X longer.

C5125

5. DISCUSSION
The six validation tests presented in this paper, and implemented in the software val3dity, allow us to verify whether the information contained in an IndoorGML file is structured and
compliant with the official specifications (OGC, 2014).
As shown in the paper, none of the existing IndoorGML files
are valid, at least those that are publicly available or those that
could be legally used for the experiments. “Is that a problem
in practice?” one might ask. The answer to this question is a
complex one, and is very much the same as that for other types
of 3D geoinformation datasets like city models: it depends on
the application (Biljecki et al., 2015, 2016).
City models, like CityJSON (Ledoux et al., 2019) and CityGML (OGC, 2016), are often used for visualisation and visibilitybased applications, and for those most of the validity and quality criteria are not very important, ie if the surfaces are valid
then most likely the application will not suffer.
However, IndoorGML was not developed as a visualisation format, but (mostly) as one to support indoor navigation. The navigation graph should therefore be valid, but as Section 4 shows,
this is often not the case with tested files.
Most of the complex validation errors reported are due to the
topological relationships between the cells (E701 and E704).
While IndoorGML does not mandate that adjacent cells be perfectly adjacent (just that they should not overlap), in all the
sketches (eg see Figure 1) and examples one can see that they
are adjacent. Or are they? According to the experiments made
in this paper, there can be gaps that can be at the sub-centimetre
level. Using the overlap tolerance (Section 3.4, and option
overlap tol in val3dity) solves this issue. This however slows
down tremendously the running-time, and setting the value for
the tolerance can be tricky. I believe a more efficient implementation would be possible, but waiting 30s or more for a
small IndoorGML files containing 80 cells (such as nav-demo201) can be a drawback.

Figure 10. One of the many examples where dataset LWM has
issues with the dual nodes. Cell “C5125” has 3 nodes inside, but
none of them are linked by the cell (which has as a dual a
non-existent node).

Furthermore, I have identified a few particularities in the IndoorGML files, which, while were not reported as errors (because the OGC specifications v1.0 do not mention those cases),
should be highlighted as potential issues. Those could cause
downstream applications to not be able to function properly.
One of them is: should there be one and only one dual node for
a given cell? The XML element for a cell can only store one
link to a node (element duality), but what if the dual graph
contains more nodes, and only a subset of those have a link
back to a primal cell? The dataset LWM contains several such
cases. It is very easy to see by looking at the statistics of the
dataset in Table 1: there are 3496 cells, but 4893 nodes. Figure 10 shows the issue for one specific cell, among many others. The dataset LWM also contains three different dual graphs
(this is possible in the specification, and it is the only file in the
experiments having more than one graph), but only two of the
three have edges and are linked the primal. Indeed, there is a
graph composed solely of nodes, and those nodes represent the
locations of fire extinguishers in the building (the Public Safety
Extension is used). I would argue that storing those where the
developers expect nodes of the dual is a poor design choice in
IndoorGML. Similarly to this, the dataset KU-Eng has no dual
at all: should that be an error? At this moment, since the specifications do not enforce the dual, no errors were returned, but
perhaps warnings should be used in the future.
Finally, as future work, I plan to fix the bugs in val3dity that
will be raised by the influx of new IndoorGML files that will
surely be produced by the community in the near future.
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